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ABSTRACT:   
As we know that cryptography is a much secured way of data and information transmission. 
When combined with steganography, the whole system becomes more compact and safer for 
any kind of vital message transfer. In this paper, we are going to elaborate a new and more 
sophisticated way of this combined technique. In the cryptography part, we have used the 
concept of Archimedean spirals. It is just another kind of public key cryptography, where the 
initial private key determines the width of the spiral, and it is according to the length of the 
message to be sent. Sender sends the initial private key to the receiver, using some modes of 
transmission. After it, the encrypted text is embedded into some kind of graphics image and 
then the stego object is sent to the receiver. The receiving end can decrypt the message just by 
knowing the actual pixel values and the initial key. Since two steps of protection are being used 
so this is more safe and sound. 

 
 Keywords: Archimedean spirals, cryptography, public key cryptography, steganography, 
stego object. 

 

[1] INTRODUCTION 

A very ancient art, nowadays used widely in almost every field, is the Cryptography 

system. Several network attacks such as IP spoofing, denial of service attack, masquerading, 

etc. are very prevalent these days. Several measure like anti-virus and anti-spyware, firewall, 

intrusion prevention systems, and Virtual Private Networks [1]. But in the face of these 

measures, confidentiality remains a great issue to be dealt with. This is the place where 

cryptography and cryptanalysis play a very vital role. The most important terms related to this 

focus are explained below- 

1) Key- it is an input to the encryption algorithm, which is used to transform the plain text 

into the cypher text. 

2) Cypher-it is an algorithm which is used to transfer the plain text into the cipher text using 

the key. 
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3) Cryptanalysis (code breaking)-it is the study of principles and methods of deciphering 

cipher text without knowing the key, typically this includes finding and guessing the secrete 

key. 

4) Symmetric encryption-it refers to the process of converting plain text into cypher text at 

the sender with the same key that will be used to retrieve plaintext from cipher text at the 

recipient. [2] 

In Steganography, the possible cover carriers are images, audio, video, text, or some 

other digitally representative code, which will hold the hidden information also called Stego-

Objects. Steganography works by changing a few pixel colour values. 

It protects its handiness, seclusion and uprightness. Access to stored information on 

databases has increased greatly. Plentiful of the information stored is highly confidential and 

not for public inspecting. Then the encrypted data is hid using steganography. Here the 

encrypted data is embedded into some image by changing the pixel values. Here no key is 

required. The intended receiver de-embeds and decrypts the stego-object respectively to get 

the hidden message. This approach is useful in network security nowadays. [3] 

So in this paper, we are proceeding with our methodology of combining public 

key cryptography with the notion of Archimedean spirals. It is the locus of points 

corresponding to the locations over time of a point moving away from a fixed point 

with a constant speed along a line which rotates with constant angular velocity. Equivalently, 

in polar coordinates (r, θ) it can be labelled by the equation- 

r = a + b θ 

with real numbers a and b. Changing the parameter a will turn the spiral, while b controls the 

distance between successive turnings. In the next section we have discussed some of the related 

works. Section 3 describes our proposed work in details followed by an example in the section 

4. The result analysis has been discussed in the section 5 and finally we conclude our paper in 

next section. 

 

[2] RELATED WORK 

In this paper, cryptography using Archimedean spirals has been developed. And this 

work of ours is very similarly related to several other works where various curves and spirals 

have been used to strengthen the stenographic procedure. Some of them are specified 

underneath- 

In [4], a spiral-based Least Significant Bit (LSB) approach for hiding messages in images 

is presented. The proposed approach is based on the LSB substitution technique applied on 

RGB color components of BMP images. The key idea is to divide the image into segments and 

process them differently. The presented approach considers three algorithms corresponding to 

three spiral substitution. The proposed algorithms are presented and their performance against 

attacks and processing time are evaluated. But the Numerical experimentation suggests that the 

embedding time varies linearly with the message length. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_numbers
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In [5], the issue of secure and robust image data hiding is proposed through using (LSB) 

technique and Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). The proposed scheme permits the sender to 

select a suitable cover and secret message that is to be conveyed through an unsafe channel 

and then encrypt the message using (ECC) and embed it by (LSB) into the selected cover. 

[6] says a new multi-class steganalysis classification technique is implemented to detect the 

high embedded capacity with detection accuracy of at least 95% with textual or a mixture of 

textual and graphic images using k-Nearest neighbour Classification Technique in which 

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve is used to calculate the distance function for 

improving the used classification technique. 

In [7] this paper considers the input plain text as binary bit stream. During encryption 

this stream is chopped into manageable sized blocks with variable lengths. Bits of these blocks 

are taken from MSB to LSB to fit into a square matrix of suitable order following the concept 

of Spiral matrix. This square matrix splits into 2x2 sub-matrices. Bits are taken column-wise 

from all 2x2 sub-matrices to form the encrypted binary string. Cipher text is generated from 

this encrypted binary string. 

 

[3]PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed algorithm uses an Archimedean spiral for encryption and steganography. 

An Archimedean spiral is represented as r= a +bθ (where θ is angle in radians, r is radius at 

angle θ, a is initial radius and bθ is separation between two consecutive turns of the spiral). The 

arc length (s) of the spiral is calculated as s=∫ √(r (θ) ^2 + r'(θ) ^2) dθ. In the algorithm the 

radius and arc length is calculated. A key is inserted by the sender that is used as the initial 

radius (a) of the Archimedean spiral. Then a new key is generated for every character in the 

plan text using the radius (r) and arc length (s) to encrypt the text. For steganography the 

Archimedean spiral is formed and the cypher text characters are hidden in the pixels coinciding 

with the spiral. To avoid the overlapping of spirals b should be taken such that 2πb>=3.  

Encryption: 

Step1: The file is read and 1st character of the plan text is selected 

Step2: A key a (an integer) is selected by the sender. 

Step3: The selected keys form an Archimedean spiral r= a +bθ 

Step4: The arc (s) of the spiral is calculated 0 to θ  

Step5: The radius (r) is calculated at θ  

Step6: A key is generated K= √(s+r) 

Step7: The key is added to the ASCII value of the character 

Step8: If new ASCII is greater than 255 then 255 is subtracted from the ASCII 
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Step9: Repeat Step8 till ASCII is less than or equal to 255 

Step9: Next character is selected 

Step10: If selected character is not null then θ =θ + x and jump to step4 

Step11: The cypher text is saved in a new file. 

Steganography: 

Step1: The file is read and 1st character is selected 

Step2: A key a (an integer) is selected by the sender. 

Step3: The selected keys form an Archimedean spiral r= a +bθ 

Srep2: The buffer of the image is created 

Step3: A counter flag=0 is taken 

Step5: The pixel that coincides with the spiral at angle θ is selected  

Step6: The ones digit of RGB pixel components is changed with the digits in ASCII 

           value of the character 

Step7: flag = flag +1 

Step8: Select next character of cipher text 

Step9: If selected character is not null, then θ =θ + x (here x = π/2) and jump to Step4 

Step10: The pixel component of the centre of the image is selected and replaced with 

            flag. 

Step11: Save the image 

 

Steganalysis:- 

Step1: The key a used for steganography is received 

Step2: The image file is read  

Step3: The centre of the image is calculated and the Archimedean spiral is formed 

           using the key “a” 

Step4: flag = pixel component of the centre of the image 

Step5: The pixel that coincides with the spiral at angle θ is selected and the pixel 

           component is retrieved 

Step6: The ones digits of Red Blue and Green components are separated and 
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           concatenated together to retrieve the ASCII of the character.  

Step7: flag=flag-1 

Step5: If flag not equal to 0. θ =θ + x (here π/2)and jump to step5 

Step6: The retrieved cypher text is saved in a txt file. 

Decryption:- 

Step1: The file is read and 1st character of the cypher text is selected 

Step2: The keys a used for encryption is received  

Step3: The keys form an Archimedean spiral r= a +bθ 

Step4: The arc of the spiral is calculated 0 to θ (s’) 

Step5: The radius is calculated at θ (r’) 

Step6: A key is generated K= √(s’+r’) 

Step7: The key is subtracted from the ASCII value of the character  

Step8: Next character is selected 

Step9: If selected character is not null. θ =θ + x and jump to step4 

Step10: Save the decrypted text in a file 

 

[4] EXAMPLE 

 

ENCRYPTION 

As we can see, the initial text to be sent was – bird. The first letter is B. the ASCII value 

is 66. We have taken the initial key (a) as 10. So putting it in the arc equation, we got the arc 

length as above, in the first row. Since the new ASCII is now 77 so the new encoded character 

is now M. Similarly ‘I’ is also used to find the corresponding arc equation using its ASCII 

value, to get the encoded character t in this way the entire word is encrypted and the encrypted 

text is sent for steganography.  
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STEGENOGRAPHY 

The ASCII values of the encrypted letters are used to calculate the pixel values of the 

centre of the image, after we find the centre of the image by using the initial key 10. The spiral 

passes through the above pixel positions. After that the image is sent to the receiver. 

 

STEGENALYSIS 

As we can see in the table given below, the RGB values are used to find the encoded 

ASCII values. The centre of the image is considered as the flag. The spiral passes through the 

points at (r). The pixel values at the point of intersection are calculated, and the corresponding 

ASCII values are the encoded text. Here we got 77, 116, 126, 113, which were our encoded 

text. 

  

 

 

Pass 

No. 

Character 

Read 

Character 

ASCII 

Arc Length (s) Radius 

(r) 

Key 

(k) 

New 

ASCII 

New 

Character 

1 B 66 7.643476151988708 10.36 11 77 M 

2 I 105 15.55668360830721 10.72 11 116 T 

3 R 114 23.739599543379526 11.08 12 126 ~ 

4 D 100 32.19226183362322 11.44 13 113 Q 

Pass 

No. 

Pixel 

Coordinate

s  

Character 

ASCII 

Original Pixel Colour 

Components  

Stego Object Pixel Colour 

Components 

Red Gree

n 

Blue Red  Gree

n 

Blue 

1 (147,91) 77 207 78 168 207 77 160 

2 (144,98) 116 201 93 178 206 91 171 

3 (137,101) 126 188 78 164 186 72 161 

4 (131,99) 113 188 70 154 183 71 151 

Pass No. Pixel 

Coordinates 

Pixel Colour Components Character 

ASCII 

Character 

Red Green Blue 

1 (147,91) 207 77 160 77 M 

2 (144,98) 206  91  171 116 T 

3 (137,101) 186  72  161    126  ~ 

4 (131,99) 183  71  151    113   Q 
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DECRYPTION 

 

 
After we got the encrypted data using the equation r= a +bθ will give the radii where 

a=10. Then the key is generated as K= √(s’+r’). then the key is subtracted from the ASCII value 

of the character. Hence we get the original ASCII values back and also the plain text from the 

sender. 

 

  
Original Image used in above 

example 

Stego Image for above example 

Image Sample if 27 characters are hidden in the image 

  

Original Image 
 

Stego Image  
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[5] RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

As we can see below, the graph shows the curve between amount of data entered and the rate of 

distortion. We can see very clearly, that as the amount of data increases, that is as the amount of 

characters increases the rate of distortion also increases. 

 

 

Fig. 1- Rate of distortion vs. amount of data entered 

 

[6] CONCLUSION 

Consolidation of the ancient cryptography system with steganography system can certainly help 

us secure our information from muggers. This paper explains a new form of usage of 

Archimedean spirals that can be used to entrench a secret message into some pictures. The 

  

Stego Image where only Red Component is 

Changed 

Stego Image where only Green Component 

is Changed 
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example described above clearly proves our effort. The text sent was suitably encrypted and 

decrypted at the respective sides. All the sender and the receiver has to know, is the initial key(a). 

Hence the spiral can be formed and the message can easily be decrypted using the above 

mentioned equations.  
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